
Academy Alive Quran Alive Demonstration Day 
 

On Sunday the 15th of September, Academy Alive had their Quran Alive Demonstration Day, 

showcasing their Quran Alive course for 2020 intakes. There was a live Quran Translation 

demonstration, a student story and homemade food by the students themselves. 

All students were encouraged to participate in the 5-step process in translating the Quran.  

What is Quran Alive?  

Quran Alive allows students to fully master the foundations of the Arabic language, which is made 

up of two vital components, Nahwu (etymology) & Sarf (morphology)  

Quran Alive has built a system has been developed by Australian Born Scholars led by Sheikh Ikraam 

Buksh to allow Non-Arabic speaking backgrounds the ability to connect to the Kalam of Allah 

Subhanahu Wa Ta'ala directly in Arabic.  

Quran Alive allows students to study the Arabic language from three critical angles, vocabulary, 

essential theory and practical application. A system that has been proven & tested amongst 

hundreds of students Australia wide and internationally focuses on the skills of sight which allow 

students to practically apply grammatical laws. 

With 11 years of experience, the Academy Alive scholars have continuously developed their course 

publications and materials, developing course textbooks to complement their course curriculum. 

These include grammatical Nahwu Textbook (Etymology) Sarf (Morphology) and a Quran Alive Quran 

translation workbook. 

The Nahwu textbook is a precise textbook on etymology, focusing only on 

essential rules and building blocks to allow students to feel comfortable 

with Quranic Arabic. 

The Sarf Textbook. A three-volume Morphology Textbook with an 

emphasis of theory before practicality, allows students to navigate 

themselves around an otherwise confusing subject comfortably. 

Academy Alive's Quran exercise books is a customised workbook which 

allows ample space for the breakdown of grammatical analysis of the 



Quran to be worked out. It has been developed to aid students in critical 

learning areas to enable the ease of transition into the Quran translation 

and grammatical analysis. 

Quran Alive's overall goal is an all-out approach to student engagement 

and experience is part of our core organisational belief. 

"We believe all souls should experience the eloquence of the Quran, and 

everyone has the chance to communicate with Allah Subhanahu Wa Ta’ala 

directly in Arabic." 

 

Enrollments now open for Quran Alive 2020. Call 1300 1 Quran (1300 1 787 

26) or visit www.academyalive.com for more information. 

http://www.academyalive.com/

